
Lenovo recommends Windows 10 Pro

Don’t Wait Any Longer: Seize the 
Power of Lenovo and Windows 10 
Now is the time to migrate and transform your business

Adopting new technology is often a matter of timing as organizations work to get every last ounce 
of functionality from legacy hardware and software before upgrading. However, the business-critical 
improvements and features of Windows 10 can help propel innovation and increase efficiencies that 
impact the bottom line—benefits you can’t afford to put on the backburner indefinitely. The time is now.
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Windows 10 
combines serious 
business performance 
with a design and 
feature set that match 
how people work 
today. This means 
deep personalization, 
secure mobility, 
and consistent 
productivity across 
diverse devices 
and locations.

Windows 10: Why Now?

Moving to a new OS can initially feel taxing as both 
IT staff and end-users adapt to new capabilities 
together. However, many decision-makers are realizing 
that their aging technology has been slowing critical 
business functions down. Embracing a better OS and 
hardware platform is a crucial step in keeping your 
organization ahead of the game, especially thanks 
to the powerful benefits Windows 10 provides:

•  Security: Windows 10 is built for comprehensive security from the ground 
up, with root-level malware protection, integrated data containerization, 
and support for advanced multifactor authentication. It also integrates 
easily with secure, certified components and features like fingerprint 
readers and the full-drive encryption found in Lenovo products.

•  Productivity: Organizations enjoy tighter integration with Microsoft cloud 
services through Azure Active Directory as well as improved mobile device 
management (MDM). Microsoft also specifically gathered a total of over 
200,000 pieces of feedback from users and incorporated them into the 
redesign to ensure an OS ready for modern productivity challenges.

•  End-user experience: Windows 10 offers a unified experience across  
multiple devices and modern applications, including touch, pen, tablet  
functionality, and a personal assistant.

•  Improved speed and ease: By listening to customers and partners, 
Microsoft created an operating system that solves real-life challenges. 
Deployment is easier, automatic OS updates are possible, and quick boot 
times allow people to move on to critical tasks faster and get the job done.

•  Competitive edge: Companies can shift time and money savings 
away from maintaining obsolete technologies and instead spend their 
efforts improving overall operations and core business offerings.
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Lenovo Offers a Robust Portfolio of Windows 10 Devices
Designed to help businesses get the most for their budget and accelerate time to market, Lenovo and Windows 10 ultimately 
represents a smart move for organizations wanting to get ahead of the curve in a world that depends on nonstop speed, secure 
connectivity, and collaboration. Learn firsthand why businesses worldwide are relying on Windows 10 and Lenovo to unlock a 
brighter technology future.

Lenovo authorized business partners offer a full range of expertise and offerings to help small and mid-sized 
businesses upgrade their hardware and migrate OS and key applications smoothly. From readiness and configuration 
to deployment, our experts can ensure a smooth process well past the initial Windows 10 adoption.
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ThinkPad X1 Carbon ThinkPad X1 Yoga™ ThinkPad X380 Yoga

Why this
Device?

An ultrathin and ultralight design, 
tough carbon fiber durability, 
and long battery life make the X1 
Carbon the ultimate in mobility and 
performance.

Work, present, create, and connect 
anywhere with an ultraportable form 
factor and stunning display. Optional 
ThinkPad Pen Pro.

This stylish powerhouse adapts to 
work with you—as a laptop, tablet, 
or anything in between. Moreover, 
hardware-level security features 
provide peace of mind when you’re 
on the go.

Processor Up to 8th Generation Intel® Core™  
i7-8650U with vPro® 

Up to 8th Generation Intel® Core™  
i7-8650U with vPro®

Up to 8th Generation Intel® Core™  
i7-8650U with vPro®

Operating
System

Up to Windows 10 Pro Up to Windows 10 Pro Up to Windows 10 Pro

Form Factor/Size Laptop, 2.49 lb., 15.95mm 360° convertible
Starting at 3.08 lb. / 0.67" thin

360° convertible
Starting at 2.9 lb. /0.70" thin

Display Up to 14" HDR WQHD (2560 x 1440) 
IPS glossy with Dolby Vision, 500 nits

Up to 14" HDR WQHD (2560 x 1440) 
IPS anti-reflective anti-smudge multi-
touch with Dolby Vision, 500 nits

13.3" FHD (1920 x 1080) IPS anti-
reflective anti-smudge multi-touch

Memory Up to 16GB LPDDR3 2133 MHz 
(Onboard)

Up to 16GB LPDDR3 2133 MHz 
(Onboard)

Up to 16GB DDR4 2400 MHz 
onboard (16GB maximum)

Battery Life Up to 15 hours, integrated Li-ion 57 
Wh with RapidCharge technology

Up to 15.4 hours, integrated Li-ion  
54Wh with RapidCharge technology

Up to 12.5 hours, 51Wh
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